You’ll never look at your protected data the same way again.
Data is good. There, we said it.
At a time when many in the business world are wringing their hands over the explosion of data from an ever-growing variety of sources, some organizations are seeing a big opportunity.
These organizations are mining customer data for deep insights that drive revenue and growth. They are transforming machine data into valuable information. They are shaping healthcare data into better patient outcomes. And they are turning research data into answers to some of the world’s most vexing problems.
They are the 17,500 customers of CommVault.
With the release of our breakthrough Simpana® 10 software, CommVault can help you protect, manage, and access information like never before. So you too can face the future with greater confidence and competitiveness.

Yes, data is growing exponentially. And yes, technologies like Cloud, Virtualization, Mobility, BYOD, and a movement to a shared services model continue to present new challenges.
But new challenges are what progress is all about. And CommVault has proven that the key to meeting the challenges of today and tomorrow is to anticipate and innovate. We call it “Solving Forward.” And it’s time to discover how it can transform your organization.
Over 17,500 organizations worldwide have discovered the value of managing data and information through a single platform, thanks to Simpana. This powerful software solution can help you:

**Take Control**
Simpana software was designed from the ground up so that all functions share a single code base and revolutionary back-end technologies. Through a single pane of glass, you can view, manage, and access all functions and all data across your enterprise. Our console is simple, efficient, and comprehensive. So it requires less time, labor, and budget to operate.

**Simplify Management**
With Simpana software, you can protect and manage data from virtual and physical servers, applications, NAS shares, cloud-based infrastructures, and mobile devices. Simply and easily.

**Automate Key Processes**
Simpana software enables policy-based automation, while role-based access ensures secure management. It also provides built-in alerts and reporting, for easier oversight of your data management operations.

**Work Smarter**
Simpana IntelliSnap™ technology integrates with nearly all of the top storage arrays. So you can easily automate the creation of indexed, application-aware hardware snapshot copies. And, you can accelerate data protection and recovery.

**Streamline Operations**
With backup, archive, and reporting built into a single platform, the Simpana OnePass™ feature uniquely performs these operations from a single collection of data. Plus, by leveraging built-in source-side deduplication, Simpana software ensures that only unique data blocks are transferred over the network and stored on media.

**Ensure Accessibility**
All Simpana-managed data resides within the ContentStore — a safe, efficient, intelligent and accessible virtual repository of all corporate data. You set the policies, and ContentStore intelligently automates the process. Whether you need copies for disaster recovery or regulatory compliance, data within the ContentStore is secure, deduplicated, and application-aware for when you need it.

And now ContentStore is more secure, capable, and accessible than ever. For the details, read on.

**A Recognized Leader**
For two consecutive years, CommVault has been recognized as a “Leader” in Gartner’s prestigious “Magic Quadrant” report for Backup and Recovery.

**Strategic Partnerships**
To help customers get the most out of our solutions, CommVault has formed deep strategic partnerships with other technology leaders, including VMware, Microsoft, NetApp, Bull, HDS, and Fujitsu.
Simpana 10 is an exponential leap forward for your enterprise. With more than 300 new features, it is designed to not only protect data, but to transform businesses like yours by turning managed data into an asset.

With Simpana 10, you can empower your organization with a modern IT infrastructure. From there, you can scale to a shared services structure. Enable a mobile enterprise. Dramatically increase productivity. And ensure the continuity of your business with efficient replication for disaster recovery.

Exactly how does Simpana 10 help you better protect, better manage, and better access your data? Let’s take a closer look.

**Secure and archive data while reducing time, risk, and cost**

Data is the lifeblood of your organization. But before it can become an asset, it must be efficiently protected and archived. By blending advanced security technologies with the core capabilities of our single platform, Simpana 10 takes an exponential leap forward in protection.

**Generate application-aware snapshots**

We’ve expanded the Simpana IntelliSnap™ feature to offer greater flexibility and near instant recovery for files, applications, and virtual servers. Protect mission critical applications, while easily integrating storage, protection, and retention into a consistent, automated management policy.

**Accelerate virtualization**

New features and enhancements for Microsoft Hyper-V, VMware vSphere, and vCloud Director 5.1 environments include auto-discovery, protection, and simplified management. These features were designed to help you eliminate data protection roadblocks and rapidly recover VMs from a hardware snapshot copy. Automatically discover, protect, and retain VMs based on business value and need.

**Converge backup and archive operations**

Simpana OnePass™ technology integrates backup, archive, and reporting into a single process. That reduces hardware needs, and lessens the impact on production systems so you can simplify administration and reduce the infrastructure required for unstructured data. Deliver “zero footprint archiving” by eliminating separate passes and data stores with a single collection, while providing granular recovery and streamlining Exchange performance.

**Simplify disaster recovery**

Simpana 10 easily and efficiently replicates secure data to any location or cloud service, allowing you to leverage VirtualizeMe enhancements for rapid DR scenarios at the click of a button. Cut DR costs and reduce recovery times with the ability to quickly create and deploy business continuity plans with new DR assessment services delivered by CommVault Consulting and Professional Services.

**New snapshot integration** extends IntelliSnap compatibility across the industry’s broadest selection of storage systems without custom scripting, including systems from EMC, Fujitsu, Hitachi Data Systems, HP, IBM, NetApp, and Nimble Storage.
Ready for the Future

The management features of Simpana 10 are optimized for enterprise IT and designed for cloud and shared services. They include new workflow automation features that increase the scale of operations and control of standard processes. Multi-tenant architecture and self-service operations help eliminate IT intervention and reduce calls to helpdesks with workforce access to files and emails through web and mobile devices.

Highly Scalable and Resilient

Simpana 10 provides fourth-generation, grid-based deduplication technology that doubles protection and recovery performance to enterprise-class scalability, while increasing resiliency. Easily protect performance-intensive applications in growing and large enterprise environments. Automated failover between nodes doubles backup resiliency and enables zero downtime operations.

Manage

Efficiently Manage Large-Scale Operations and Shared Services

With Simpana 10, you can manage data protection and retention as a service for tens of thousands of workers — all from a single platform. As a result, you can spend less time on routine administration, and more time delivering value to the business.

Tailored to Your Environment

CommVault Services will partner with you to design and deliver the advanced data environment that meets your unique requirements. Consulting and Professional Services assist your journey toward modernized snapshot management, virtual data protection, disaster recovery, data classification, and archive policy design. Role-based education offerings and new web-based training modules will equip you with all of the knowledge you need. And Enterprise Support is there to back you up by proactively and continuously monitoring your environments to identify potential issues and notify you immediately so incidents can be prevented.

Access

Transform the Way You Discover, Access, and Analyze Information

Simpana ContentStore empowers your global, connected workforce to securely share information from anywhere, boosting productivity organization-wide. It minimizes IT intervention, allowing more time to deliver strategic value to your business. At the same time, it allows your legal professionals to quickly fulfill their discovery requirements.

See It All

ContentStore is a secure information repository for all snapshot, backup, and archive data. It offers massive scalability, a single management framework, and embedded intelligence about stored data. All data within the ContentStore is deduplicated, encrypted, and placed on the most cost-optimized tier of storage. Archive data for regulatory compliance based on priority, meaning, or content.

Retrieval Faster

Simpana media agents provide an intuitive search experience with HTML previews of all intelligently indexed data, so you can search emails archived in ContentStore directly from Microsoft Outlook. Within the ContentStore, you can search and retrieve healthcare images and records (PACs, EMR, EHR) without the need for third-party applications.

Access It Anywhere

CommVault Edge™ technology is an enterprise-class protection and access solution that helps accelerate workforce productivity for end-users, IT organizations, compliance officers, and legal teams — while reducing risk. With it, you can empower end-users with an efficient, reliable, and transparent desktop and laptop protection solution. CommVault Edge technology delivers self-service access to personal data within the ContentStore via new mobile apps, a web-based console, and a Windows Explorer plug-in.

Simplify access with the CommVault Edge App, now available for iOS and Android smartphones and tablets, Windows Surface tablet, and Blackberry tablets.

Accordig to a recent TechValidate survey, roughly 33% of CommVault customers reported an increase in workforce productivity by more than 25% through faster access to data, self-service recovery, or integrated legal/compliance search since deploying Simpana software.
Build a relationship with a trusted advisor

Simpana software is backed by a team that is committed to building trusting, long-term relationships. Loyalty is a two way street, as evidenced by our 95% customer service satisfaction rating. We support you with flexible, customized options that align both business and technical requirements. From data protection strategies for the SMB to large-scale transformation initiatives, CommVault Services can help you reduce downtime and improve information availability.

Consulting Services

Our industry specialists can help you understand your current environment, envision a pragmatic future state, and develop architectures and processes that lead to your goals. And, they will lead you on a transformational journey with proven, consultative methods in the areas of modern data protection, archive and compliance, disaster recovery, and operations optimization.

Professional Services

We provide design, deployment, installation, start-up, remote monitoring, and management of Simpana software. Select from our team of experts to augment your own IT staff, so you can implement and operate a truly unified Simpana software environment that delivers exceptional business value.

Education Services

Our training specialists will help your team rapidly master Simpana software capabilities, so you can intelligently manage information across heterogeneous applications, virtual servers, operating systems, and infrastructure. Choose from instructor-led classrooms, eLearning, and onsite learning options.

Support Services

Trust CommVault to provide the people, processes, and technologies to help you optimize operations, meet stringent service levels, obtain professional success, and achieve the full value of your Simpana software — anywhere, any time.

ROMS®: Remote Operations Management Service

This cloud-based service helps drive out costs and risk from data protection operations. Connect to your ROMS dashboard from anywhere in the world — accessing real-time data protection operations information and trends in an easy-to-use, GUI-driven dashboard.
With a new headquarters coming in late 2014 that is as advanced as our technologies, CommVault is better-positioned than ever to help you meet the challenges of the future.

For full details on how CommVault and Simpana 10 can help you start Solving Forward, call 888.746.3849, or visit commvault.com today.